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The The AdSAdS/CFT duality/CFT duality
MaldacenaMaldacena; ; GubserGubser, IK, , IK, PolyakovPolyakov; Witten; Witten

•• Relates 4-d conformal gauge theory to string theory on 5-d Anti-de SitterRelates 4-d conformal gauge theory to string theory on 5-d Anti-de Sitter
space times a 5-d compact Einstein space. For the space times a 5-d compact Einstein space. For the NN=4 SU(N) SYM theory=4 SU(N) SYM theory
this space is a 5-d sphere.this space is a 5-d sphere.

••  When a gauge theory is strongly coupled, the radius of curvature of the When a gauge theory is strongly coupled, the radius of curvature of the
dual AdSdual AdS55 and of the 5-d compact space becomes large: and of the 5-d compact space becomes large:

•• String theory in such a weakly curved background can be studied in theString theory in such a weakly curved background can be studied in the
effective (super)-gravity approximation, which allows for a host of expliciteffective (super)-gravity approximation, which allows for a host of explicit
calculations. Corrections to it proceed in powers ofcalculations. Corrections to it proceed in powers of

•• Feynman graphs instead develop a weak coupling expansion in powers of Feynman graphs instead develop a weak coupling expansion in powers of !.!.
At weak `t At weak `t HooftHooft coupling the dual string theory becomes difficult. It is coupling the dual string theory becomes difficult. It is
expected that we need to solve a sigma model with R-R backgrounds on aexpected that we need to solve a sigma model with R-R backgrounds on a
highly curved space.highly curved space.



Can the closed string side simplify for someCan the closed string side simplify for some
purposes at weak coupling ?purposes at weak coupling ?

•• My recent work with My recent work with DymarskyDymarsky and  and RoibanRoiban
reconsiders quiver gauge theory on a stackreconsiders quiver gauge theory on a stack
of D3-branes at the tip of a cone Rof D3-branes at the tip of a cone R66//""
where the where the orbifoldorbifold group  group "" breaks all the breaks all the
supersymmetrysupersymmetry..

•• At first sight, the gauge theory seemsAt first sight, the gauge theory seems
conformal because the planar betaconformal because the planar beta
functions for all single-trace operatorsfunctions for all single-trace operators
vanish. The candidate string dual isvanish. The candidate string dual is
AdSAdS55 x S x S55//"". . KachruKachru, Silverstein; Lawrence, , Silverstein; Lawrence, NekrasovNekrasov,,
VafaVafa; ; BershadskyBershadsky, , JohansonJohanson

•• However, dimension 4 double-traceHowever, dimension 4 double-trace
operators made out of twisted single-traceoperators made out of twisted single-trace
ones, f Oones, f Onn O O-n-n, are induced at one-loop., are induced at one-loop.
Their planar beta-functions have the formTheir planar beta-functions have the form

        ##ff = a  = a !!22 + 2  + 2 $$ f  f !! + f + f22

          ##!! = 0 = 0



•• If D=If D=$$2 2 - a < 0, then there is no real fixed- a < 0, then there is no real fixed
point for f.point for f.

•• A class of A class of ZZkk  orbifoldsorbifolds with global SU(3) with global SU(3)
symmetry, that are freely acting on the 5-symmetry, that are freely acting on the 5-
sphere, has the group action in thesphere, has the group action in the
fundamental of SU(4)fundamental of SU(4)

•• Here is a plot of a one-loop Here is a plot of a one-loop SU(N)SU(N)kk gauge gauge
theory theory discriminantdiscriminant, D, and of the ground, D, and of the ground
state closed string mstate closed string m22 on the cone without on the cone without
the D-the D-branesbranes.        n=1, .        n=1, ……, k-1 labels the, k-1 labels the
twisted sector, and x=twisted sector, and x=n/kn/k..

•• The simplest freely acting non-The simplest freely acting non-susysusy example example
is Zis Z55 where there are four induced double- where there are four induced double-
trace couplingstrace couplings

•• For example, the SU(3) For example, the SU(3) adjointsadjoints

                                                areare

     (     (%%=2=2&&/5)/5)



•• For more complicatedFor more complicated
orbifoldsorbifolds, crossing of, crossing of
eigenvalueseigenvalues of the of the
discriminantdiscriminant matrix matrix
becomes important. Thebecomes important. The
agreement with closedagreement with closed
strings continues to hold.strings continues to hold.

•• Generally, there are threeGenerally, there are three
twists that define a cube.twists that define a cube.
The stability/instabilityThe stability/instability
regions agree betweenregions agree between
one-loop gauge theoryone-loop gauge theory
and string theory.and string theory.



•• Any non-SUSY Any non-SUSY abelianabelian  orbifoldorbifold contains unstable contains unstable
operators. This appears to remove all suchoperators. This appears to remove all such
orbifoldorbifold quivers from a list of large N quivers from a list of large N
perturbativelyperturbatively conformal gauge theories. conformal gauge theories.

•• The one-loop beta functions destroy theThe one-loop beta functions destroy the
conformal invariance precisely in those twistedconformal invariance precisely in those twisted
sectors where there exist closed-string tachyonssectors where there exist closed-string tachyons
localized at the tip of Rlocalized at the tip of R66//". ". Thus, a very simpleThus, a very simple
correspondence emerges between correspondence emerges between perturbativeperturbative
gauge theory and free closed string on angauge theory and free closed string on an
orbifoldorbifold. Why? Perhaps, in the presence of. Why? Perhaps, in the presence of
tachyons, the standard tachyons, the standard AdSAdS/CFT decoupling/CFT decoupling
argument may fail.argument may fail.

•• The AdSThe AdS55 x S x S55//" " background is tachyon-free atbackground is tachyon-free at
large radius. Could it have some hiddenlarge radius. Could it have some hidden
instabilities? If not, then there is a transitioninstabilities? If not, then there is a transition
from instability to stability as from instability to stability as !! is increased. is increased.



•• What is the end-point of the RG flow?What is the end-point of the RG flow?

•• Condensation of localized tachyonCondensation of localized tachyon
smoothes out the tip of the cone.  smoothes out the tip of the cone.  Adams,Adams,

PolchinskiPolchinski, Silverstein, Silverstein

•• The gauge theory on D3-branes at aThe gauge theory on D3-branes at a
smooth point is smooth point is NN=4 SYM. Hence, a=4 SYM. Hence, a

natural conjecture is that the gauge theorynatural conjecture is that the gauge theory
flows from the non-SUSY flows from the non-SUSY SU(N)SU(N)kk quiver quiver
gauge theory to the gauge theory to the NN=4 SU(N) SYM.=4 SU(N) SYM.
DymarskyDymarsky, Franco, , Franco, RoibanRoiban, IK (work in progress), IK (work in progress)



String Theoretic Approach toString Theoretic Approach to
ConfinementConfinement

•• It is possible to generalizeIt is possible to generalize
the the AdSAdS/CFT correspondence/CFT correspondence
in such a way that the quark-in such a way that the quark-
antiquarkantiquark potential is linear potential is linear
at large distance.at large distance.

•• A A ““cartooncartoon’’’’ of the necessary of the necessary
metric ismetric is

•• The space ends at aThe space ends at a
maximum value of z wheremaximum value of z where
the warp factor is finite.the warp factor is finite.
Then the confining stringThen the confining string
tension istension is



Confinement in SYM theoriesConfinement in SYM theories
•• Introduction of minimalIntroduction of minimal

supersymmetrysupersymmetry ( (NN=1) facilitates=1) facilitates
construction of gauge/string dualities.construction of gauge/string dualities.

•• A useful tool is to place D3-branesA useful tool is to place D3-branes
and wrapped D5-branes at the tip ofand wrapped D5-branes at the tip of
a 6-d cone, e.g. the a 6-d cone, e.g. the conifoldconifold..

•• The 10-d geometry dual to the gaugeThe 10-d geometry dual to the gauge
theory on these theory on these branesbranes is the warped is the warped
deformed deformed conifoldconifold  (IK, (IK, StrasslerStrassler))

••      is the metric of the deformed     is the metric of the deformed
conifoldconifold, a simple , a simple Calabi-YauCalabi-Yau space space

   defined by the following constraint on   defined by the following constraint on
4 complex variables:4 complex variables:



•• In the UV there is a logarithmic running of theIn the UV there is a logarithmic running of the
gauge couplings. Surprisingly, the 5-form flux,gauge couplings. Surprisingly, the 5-form flux,
dual to N, also changes logarithmically with thedual to N, also changes logarithmically with the
RG scale.     RG scale.     IK, IK, TseytlinTseytlin

•• What is the explanation in the dualWhat is the explanation in the dual
SU(kM)xSU((k-1)M) SYM theory coupled toSU(kM)xSU((k-1)M) SYM theory coupled to
bifundamentalbifundamental  chiralchiral  superfieldssuperfields A A11, A, A22, B, B11, B, B22 ? ?
A novel phenomenon, called a A novel phenomenon, called a duality cascadeduality cascade,,
takes place: k repeatedly changes by 1 as atakes place: k repeatedly changes by 1 as a
result of the result of the SeibergSeiberg duality   duality  IK, IK, StrasslerStrassler
(diagram of RG flows from a review by M. (diagram of RG flows from a review by M. StrasslerStrassler))



•• Dimensional transmutationDimensional transmutation in the IR. The in the IR. The
dynamically generated confinement scale isdynamically generated confinement scale is

•• The pattern of The pattern of R-symmetry breakingR-symmetry breaking is the same is the same
as in the SU(M) SYM theory: Zas in the SU(M) SYM theory: Z2M2M -> Z -> Z2.2.

•• In the IR the gauge theory cascades down toIn the IR the gauge theory cascades down to
SU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge groupSU(2M) x SU(M). The SU(2M) gauge group
effectively has effectively has NNff==NNcc..

•• The baryon and anti-baryon operators     The baryon and anti-baryon operators     SeibergSeiberg

   acquire expectation values and break the U(1)   acquire expectation values and break the U(1)
symmetry under which symmetry under which AAkk ->  -> eeiaia  AAkk; ; BBll ->  -> ee-ia-ia  BBll..
Hence, we observe confinement without a massHence, we observe confinement without a mass
gap: due to gap: due to U(1)U(1)baryonbaryon  chiralchiral symmetry breaking symmetry breaking
there exist a Goldstone boson and its there exist a Goldstone boson and its masslessmassless
scalar scalar superpartnersuperpartner..



•• The KS solution is part of a The KS solution is part of a modulimoduli space of space of
confining SUGRA backgrounds, confining SUGRA backgrounds, resolved warpedresolved warped
deformed deformed conifoldsconifolds. . GubserGubser, Herzog, IK; , Herzog, IK; ButtiButti, , GranaGrana, , MinasianMinasian,,

PetriniPetrini, , ZaffaroniZaffaroni

•• To look for them we need to use the PT To look for them we need to use the PT ansatzansatz::

•• H, x, g, a, v, and the H, x, g, a, v, and the dilatondilaton are functions of the are functions of the
radial variable t. The asymptotic near-radial variable t. The asymptotic near-AdSAdS radial radial
variable isvariable is

•• Additional radial functions enter into the Additional radial functions enter into the ansatzansatz
for the 3-form field strengths. The PT for the 3-form field strengths. The PT ansatzansatz
preserves the SO(4) but breaks a Zpreserves the SO(4) but breaks a Z22 charge charge
conjugation conjugation symetrysymetry, except at the KS point., except at the KS point.



•• BGMPZ used the method of SU(3)BGMPZ used the method of SU(3)
structures to derive the complete set ofstructures to derive the complete set of
coupled first-order equations.coupled first-order equations.

•• A result of their integration is that theA result of their integration is that the
warp factor and the warp factor and the dilatondilaton are related: are related:

                                                                    DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SeibergSeiberg

•• The integration constant determines theThe integration constant determines the
`modulus`modulus’’ U:              where U:              where

•• At large At large tt the solution approaches the KT the solution approaches the KT

`cascade `cascade asymptoticsasymptotics’’::



•• The resolution parameter The resolution parameter UU is is
proportional to the VEV of the operatorproportional to the VEV of the operator

•• This family of resolved warped deformedThis family of resolved warped deformed
conifoldsconifolds is dual to the `baryonic branch is dual to the `baryonic branch’’
in the gauge theory (the quantumin the gauge theory (the quantum
deformed deformed modulimoduli space): space):

•• Various quantities have been calculated asVarious quantities have been calculated as
a function of the modulus U=a function of the modulus U=lnln | |''|.|.

•• Here are plots of the string tension (aHere are plots of the string tension (a
fundamentalfundamental string at the bottom of the string at the bottom of the
throat is throat is dual todual to an  an `emergent`emergent’’ chromo- chromo-
electric flux tube) and of the electric flux tube) and of the dilatondilaton
profiles      profiles      DymarskyDymarsky, IK, , IK, SeibergSeiberg



BPS Domain WallsBPS Domain Walls

•• A D5-brane wrapped over the 3-A D5-brane wrapped over the 3-
sphere at the bottom of the throatsphere at the bottom of the throat
is the domain wall separating twois the domain wall separating two
adjacent adjacent vacuavacua of the theory. of the theory.

•• Since it is BPS saturated, itsSince it is BPS saturated, its
tension cannot depend on thetension cannot depend on the
baryonic branch modulus. This isbaryonic branch modulus. This is
indeed the case. This factindeed the case. This fact
provides a check on the choice ofprovides a check on the choice of
the UV boundary conditions, andthe UV boundary conditions, and
on the numerical integrationon the numerical integration
procedure necessary away fromprocedure necessary away from
the KS point.the KS point.

•• Analytic proof?Analytic proof?



Applications to D-Applications to D-branebrane Inflation Inflation
•• The Slow-Roll Inflationary UniverseThe Slow-Roll Inflationary Universe

((LindeLinde; Albrecht, Steinhardt); Albrecht, Steinhardt) is a very is a very
promising idea for generating thepromising idea for generating the
CMB anisotropy spectrum observedCMB anisotropy spectrum observed
by the WMAP.by the WMAP.

•• Finding models with very flatFinding models with very flat
potentials has proven to be difficult.potentials has proven to be difficult.
Recent string theory constructionsRecent string theory constructions
use moving D-use moving D-branesbranes.    .    DvaliDvali, , TyeTye, , ……

•• In the KKLT/KKLMMT model, theIn the KKLT/KKLMMT model, the
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold is is
embedded into a stringembedded into a string
compactificationcompactification. An anti-D3-brane is. An anti-D3-brane is
added at the bottom to break SUSYadded at the bottom to break SUSY
and generate a potential. A D3-braneand generate a potential. A D3-brane
rolls in the throat. Its radialrolls in the throat. Its radial
coordinate plays the role of ancoordinate plays the role of an
inflatoninflaton..

            KachruKachru, , KalloshKallosh, , LindeLinde, , MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister, , McAllister, TrivediTrivedi



A related suggestion for D-A related suggestion for D-branebrane
inflation inflation (A. (A. DymarskyDymarsky, IK, N. , IK, N. SeibergSeiberg))

•• In a flux In a flux compactificationcompactification, the, the
U(1)U(1)baryon baryon  is gauged. Turn on a is gauged. Turn on a
FayetFayet-Iliopoulos parameter -Iliopoulos parameter ( .( .

•• This makes the throat a This makes the throat a resolvedresolved
warped deformed warped deformed conifoldconifold..

•• The probe D3-brane potentialThe probe D3-brane potential
on this space is asymptoticallyon this space is asymptotically
flat, if we ignore effects offlat, if we ignore effects of
compactificationcompactification and D7-branes. and D7-branes.
The plots are for two differentThe plots are for two different
values of values of U~U~((..

•• No anti-D3 needed: in presenceNo anti-D3 needed: in presence
of the D3-brane, SUSY is brokenof the D3-brane, SUSY is broken
by the D-term by the D-term ((. Related to the. Related to the
`D-term Inflation`D-term Inflation’’    BinetruyBinetruy, , DvaliDvali;;
HalyoHalyo



Slow roll D-Slow roll D-branebrane inflation? inflation?

•• Effects of D7-branes and ofEffects of D7-branes and of
compactificationcompactification generically generically
spoil the flatness of thespoil the flatness of the
potential. Non-potential. Non-perturbativeperturbative
effects introduce the KKLT-effects introduce the KKLT-
type type superpotentialsuperpotential

   where X denotes the D3-   where X denotes the D3-
brane position. In any warpedbrane position. In any warped
throat D-throat D-branebrane inflation inflation
model, it is important tomodel, it is important to
calculate calculate A(X).A(X).



•• The gauge theory on D7-branes wrapping a 4-The gauge theory on D7-branes wrapping a 4-
cycle cycle ))44 has coupling has coupling

•• The non-The non-perturbativeperturbative  superpotentialsuperpotential

   depends on the D3-brane location through the   depends on the D3-brane location through the
warped volumewarped volume

•• In the throat approximation, the warp factorIn the throat approximation, the warp factor
can be calculated and integrated over a 4-can be calculated and integrated over a 4-
cycle explicitly. cycle explicitly. Baumann, Baumann, DymarskyDymarsky, Klebanov, , Klebanov, MaldacenaMaldacena, McAllister,, McAllister,

MuruganMurugan (to appear). (to appear).

•• For a class of For a class of conifoldconifold embeddings embeddings
AreanArean, Crooks, , Crooks, RamalloRamallo  ((ww11=z=z11+iz+iz2 2 , etc.), etc.)

  the result is  the result is



•• This formula applies both to This formula applies both to nn wrapped D7- wrapped D7-
branes, and to a wrapped Euclidean D3 (branes, and to a wrapped Euclidean D3 (n=1n=1).).

•• For the latter case, For the latter case, GanorGanor showed that  showed that AA has a has a
simple zero when the D3-brane approaches thesimple zero when the D3-brane approaches the
4-cycle. Our result agrees with this.4-cycle. Our result agrees with this.

•• We have also carried out such calculations for 4-We have also carried out such calculations for 4-
cycles within the cycles within the Calabi-YauCalabi-Yau cones over  cones over YYp,qp,q with with
analogous results: analogous results: A(X)A(X) is proportional to the is proportional to the
embedding equation raised to the power embedding equation raised to the power 1/n1/n..

This appears to be a general rule for 4-cycles inThis appears to be a general rule for 4-cycles in
the throat.the throat.



•• The dependence of the non-The dependence of the non-perturbativeperturbative
superpotentialsuperpotential on D3-brane position, and on D3-brane position, and
other other compactificationcompactification effects, give effects, give
Hubble-scale corrections to the Hubble-scale corrections to the inflatoninflaton
potential.potential.

•• Some `fine-tuningSome `fine-tuning’’ is generally needed to is generally needed to
cancel different corrections to the D3-cancel different corrections to the D3-
brane potential. This is currently underbrane potential. This is currently under
investigation with D. Baumann, A.investigation with D. Baumann, A.
DymarskyDymarsky, J. , J. MaldacenaMaldacena, L. McAllister and, L. McAllister and
P. Steinhardt.P. Steinhardt.



ConclusionsConclusions

•• In the first part, we investigated non-SUSY In the first part, we investigated non-SUSY orbifoldsorbifolds of of
AdSAdS/CFT. At one loop, flow of double-trace couplings/CFT. At one loop, flow of double-trace couplings
spoils conformal invariance even in the large N limit.spoils conformal invariance even in the large N limit.
There is a precise connection of this instability withThere is a precise connection of this instability with
presence of twisted sector closed string tachyons.presence of twisted sector closed string tachyons.

•• Gauge/string dualities for confining gauge theories give aGauge/string dualities for confining gauge theories give a
new geometrical view of such important phenomena asnew geometrical view of such important phenomena as
dimensional transmutation, dimensional transmutation, chiralchiral symmetry breaking, symmetry breaking,
and quantum deformation of and quantum deformation of modulimoduli space. space.

•• Embedding gauge/string dualities into stringEmbedding gauge/string dualities into string
compactificationscompactifications offers new possibilities for physics offers new possibilities for physics
beyond the SM, and for modeling inflation. In particular,beyond the SM, and for modeling inflation. In particular,
D3-branes on resolved warped deformed D3-branes on resolved warped deformed conifoldsconifolds may may
realize D-term inflation.realize D-term inflation.

•• Calculation of non-Calculation of non-perturbativeperturbative corrections to the  corrections to the inflatoninflaton
    potential is important for determining if these models can    potential is important for determining if these models can

produce slow-roll inflation.produce slow-roll inflation.


